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<td>05/2007</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>PSJ<em>5</em>120</td>
<td>Modified Inpatient Medications V. 5.0 to consider the duration the same way as all other stop date parameters, rather than as an override. (R. Singer, PM; E. Phelps, Tech. Writer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/2005</td>
<td>1, 73-74b</td>
<td>PSJ<em>5</em>146</td>
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**Note:** The Ward Group of ^OTHER includes all orders from wards that do not belong to a ward group. Use the Ward Group Sort option to select ^OTHER.

Next, the nurse can select which packages to display: Unit Dose Orders, IV Orders, or both, provided this user holds the PSJ RNFINISH and the PSJI RNFINISH keys. If the user holds only one of the RNFINISH keys, then either Unit Dose or IV orders will be displayed.

The next prompt allows the nurse to select non-verified and/or pending orders for a group (G), ward (W), clinic (C), patient (P), or priority (PR). When group is selected, a prompt to select by ward group (W) or clinic group (C) displays.

If ward or ward groups is selected, patients will be listed by wards, then by priority, then by teams, and then by patient name. Patients that have one or more STAT pending orders will be listed first, followed by patients with one or more ASAP pending orders, and then all other patients that have only ROUTINE pending orders. Within each priority, the patient listing is sorted alphabetically by team and then by patient name.

When priority is selected, only patients with the selected priority will display, listed by team and then by patient name.

1} Unit Dose Orders  
2} IV Orders

Select Package(s) (1-2): 1-2

Select by GROUP (G), WARD (W), CLINIC (C), PATIENT (P), or PRIORITY (PR): PATIENT <Enter>

Select by WARD GROUP (W) or CLINIC GROUP (C): WARD <Enter>

Select PATIENT: PSJPATIENT1,ONE 000-00-0001 08/18/20 B-12 1 EAST

Select PATIENT: <Enter>

A profile prompt is displayed asking the nurse to choose a profile for the patient. The nurse can choose a short, long, or no profile. If NO profile is chosen, the orders for the patient selected will be displayed, for finishing or verification, by login date with the earliest date showing first. When a pending Unit Dose order has a STAT priority, this order will always be displayed first in the profile view and will be displayed in blinking reverse video. If a profile is chosen, the orders will be selected from this list for processing (any order may be selected). The following example displays a short profile.
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